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Explanation of Icons

Analog output
The device can output analog data 
to a recorder or similar device.

Option
Options are available for the device.

DC power (Alkaline 
battery) An alkaline battery is 
used for operation.

AC power
AC power is used for operation.

PC output
A PC can be connected to the 
device and data sent to the PC.

DC power (Rechargeable 
battery) A rechargeable battery 
is used for operation.

Measurement range 
The measurement range is 
displayed on the device.
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Model DS3H
Model name TYPE A：DS3H-A／TYPE B：DS3H-B
Signal detection method  Oscillating chopper ＊1
Potential measurement range  TYPE A: 0.000 to ±1.999 kV （overscale display: 1 or －1） 
  TYPE B: 00.00 to ±19.99 kV （overscale display: 1 or －1）
Measurement accuracy  ±5% of rdg ±2 digits（TYPE A: 1 V resolution, TYPE B: 10 V resolution）
Measurement distance  TYPE A: 5 mm, TYPE B: 30 mm 
Mode selection  Specify desired settings when placing order
Polarity display  Negative polarity （－） only
Battery check  BATT LOW lit display
Power supply  12 VDC mode: 12 VAC adapter, 500 mA
Contact output terminals  COM-NC, COM-NO; contact ratings: 125 VAC 0.3A, 30 VDC 1 A
Contact output  TYPE A: 1 V at 1 kV, output impedance: 100 Ω 
  TYPE B: 1 V at 10 kV, output impedance: 100 Ω
Alarm output setting range  TYPE A: ±0.200 to ±1.999 kV; accuracy ±10% （settable in 1-V units） 
  TYPE B: ±02.00 to ±19.99 kV; accuracy ±10% （settable in 10-V units）
Alarm output  WARNING （red LED） lights
 Buzzer （with ON/OFF switch） output for approx. 1 s
Operating Environment 0 to 40℃
Dimensions  Main unit: 202×182×61 mm;  Head section: 12×93×18 mm（W×H×D）
Weight  Main unit: 1.7 kg, head unit: 135 g 
Accessories  AC adapter （100 to 240 VAC）, dedicated hard case

Static Electricity Measuring Instrument

Precision Electrostatic Potential Measuring Instrument STATIRON DS3H

Charged Plate Monitor STATIRON DＰ

Static Field Meter STATIRON DZ4

Unit Electrostatic Measurement Plate (optional)
Model: ODZF-HPLT
Can measure static electricity in human bodies

Dedicated hard case 
(standard accessory)

＊1 The oscillating chopper is very susceptible to shock such as being dropped. Take care not to 
subject it to strong shock when using it.

In order to effectively eliminate the static electricity that causes problems, obstacles and disasters in manufacturing processes, 
the operator has to ascertain where the static electricity is being generated and the amount of the charge. Measurement of the 
surface potential of the charged object is fundamental to determining these parameters. An electrometer is a device that 
measures the amount of electric charge on a charged object. We provide a wide range to enable selection of the most appropri-
ate model with respect to measuring range and accuracy requirements.

Ground cable

Strap

Sensor cable

Static Electricity Measuring Instrument

Tester

Dimensional Diagrams

Dimensional Diagrams

●Product control by measuring the charge conditions at each stage of the 
production line
●Checking of static electricity in the vicinity of a computer
●Checking of the operation of ionizers

Application Example

The STATIRON DS3 portable precision electrostatic measuring 
instrument with a digital display is designed for non-contact measure-
ment of the potential of a charged object. It detects static electricity by 
periodically varying the electric field received by the sensor electrodes 
and converting it to AC voltage. The device uses an oscillating chopper 
that utilizes a tuning fork. 
●The sensor head is extremely compact, measuring only 12×18×93 
（W×H×D） mm when compared to earlier models.

●The power supply can be switched between two sources: AC 
（adapter） or DC （built-in battery）.

●An output terminal is provided to enable connection to a recorder or 
similar output device.

●Red LED （WARNING）, buzzer and contact output alarm functions 
are enabled when the detected value exceeds the preset voltage. 

●The setting range is selectable. Specify either Type A （0 to ±1.999 
kV） or Type B （0 to ±19.99 kV） when you purchase the device.

Main Features

●Check the charge condition of film, resin, etc.
●ESD check at the assembling process line
●Check the ion balance of the ionizer

Application Example

New SSD field meter STATIRON DZ4 updated as easy operation with 
more reasonable pricing. 
●With Functional rotary sensor head, you can measure flexible angle
●Visible Bright LED indication
●Easy operation with simple button
●Mode Indication
●With optional balance plate and check the ion balance of ionizer
●Easy to hold the peak level for varying voltage with (MAX) mode
●Error indication for the damaged sensor

Main Features

Handy CPM: Statiron DP New !   Released on April 2010 
●As handy type of CPM function, can check the ion balance and decay 

time of ionizers.Impressed 1000V onto the plate and measure the 
decay time up to 100V.

●Because it is compact size, it is best for the check the ionizer at the 
working area.

●SSD original Rotary head Even if the ionizer installed in the device is 
not detached, it is possible to check with original rotary head.

●Simple and Easy Operation.
●Easy to see with big LCD display.
＊ The measurement value is not necessarily corresponding to the 

numerical value of the IEC standard

Main Features

Model DZ4
Signal detection method Oscillating chopper ＊1
Frequency of data indication Each 0.5 second
Measurement range Normal mode: 0.01~19.99 kV
 I.B mode: 0.001~1.999 kV
Measurement distance 30 mm （between measurement object  and sensor）
Measurement distance adjust Red Light focusing system
Angle of the rotary sensor head 180 degree （hold each 45 degree）
Indicator LED indicator with back light
Polarity display Both positive and negative polarity
Mode select With MODE select button
Battery check Indicate in LED indicator
Power supply DC 9V alkaline battery 006P
Operating Environment 0 to 40℃
Main unit dimensions 66×22×138 mm （W×H×D）
Wight 130 g
Accessories 9V battery, soft storage case
＊1. The oscillating chopper is very susceptible to shock such as being dropped. Take care not to 

subject when using it.

Soft storage case
（standard accessory）

Dimensional Diagrams

Angle of the rotary sensor head 180 
degree (hold each 45 degree)

DZ4 plate（option）
（Model name：ODZ4-PLT）for 
ion balance measurement

Model DP
Signal Detection Method Oscillating Chopper ＊1
Plate Size 70×32 mm （IEC standard 150×150 mm）
Plate Capacity 10pF ±10%
Measuring Accuracy ±10%rdg ± 2 digit
Measuring Voltage Range 0~±1999 V  
Measuring Time range 0.0 to 99.9 sec   
Angle of Rotary head 180 degree （hold each 45 degree）
Battery Check Indicate in LCD indicator
Power Supply Two 1.5V DC AA-type alkaline battery or AC adaptor
Weight 240 g
Main Unit Dimensions 71×174×31 mm （W×H×D）
Accessories 1.5V DC AA-type battery （2 pcs）, Soft case, Grounding cable
Operation Environment 0~40℃ ＊2
Optional Part AC Adaptor（ODP-DA） for AC100 to 240V
＊1 The occilation chopper is very susceptible to shock such as being dropped. Take care not to 

subject it to strong shock when using it.
＊2 Under high humidity environment as over 85% humidity, it will cause the problem to charge the 

high voltage onto the plate

AC adapter Soft storage case

Angle of the rotary sensor head 180 
degree (hold each 45 degree)
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MEGARESTA MODEL H0709
Measuring Instrument 

SHOETESTER MODEL H0606
Antistatic Shoe Leakage Measuring Instrument 

SSD probes （please specify the required probe at the time of purchase）

Model DX
Model name Main body：DX-01 / Full set：DX-02
Signal detection method  Oscillating chopper ＊1
Surface potential measurement
Potential measurement range  Lo mode: 0 to ±1999 V; Hi mode: 0 to 19.99 kV
Measurement accuracy  ±10% of rdg ±2 digits Lo mode: 1 V resolution; Hi mode: 10 V 

resolution
Measurement distance  Lo mode: 30 mm; Hi mode: 50 mm （between measurement 

object and sensor）
Measurement distance   Red LED light focusing system 
adjustment （the light mark focusing distance is 30 mm or 50 mm）
Measurement object correction  Standard 200×200 mm / 50×50 mm
Polarity display  Negative polarity （－） only
Battery check  Amount of power remaining indicated on the display
Attenuation measurement ＊2 
Potential attenuation ranges ±1000 V to ±100 V/±100 V to ±10 V
Timer display  000.0 s to 900.0 s
Potential display  ±0000 V to ±2000 V
Ion balance measurement ＊2 
Alarm potential  Outside the －100 to ＋100 V / －10 to ＋10 V ranges
Potential display  0 to ±200V
Functions  Memory function for measured data
  PC connection data management（real time/memory mode） ＊3 ＊4
  Automatic power Off （after 15 minutes of non-activity）
  Automatic zero adjustment, analog output
Power supply  One 9 VDC alkaline battery for approximately 15 hours of 

continuous operation
Operating Environment 0 to 40℃
Main unit dimensions  66×25×150 mm （W×H×D）
Weight  200 g （including battery）
Accessories  AC adapter, 9 VDC alkaline battery, grounding wire, 
 cable for analog recorder, soft case for main unit
Options  Charged plate A, charged plate B, cable for charged plate B, PC 

connection cable （RS-232C）, PC connection software, stand, 
hard storage case for storing the options together with the 
main unit.

STATIRON DX
Multi-function Static Electricity Measuring Instrument

Charged plate A

Charged plate B

Stand

PC connection cable
（RS-232C）

Main unit

AC adapter
（standard accessory）

Cable for charged plate B

Hard storage case 
for storing the complete set

AC adapter 
（standard accessory）

Soft storage case 
（standard accessory）

STATIRON DX Complete set configuration
(Model name：DX-02)

Static Electricity Measuring Instrument

Tester
Resistance Measuring Instrument

Tester

●Resistance measurement of conductive plastics
●Resistance measurement of antistatic agents
●Resistance measurement of semiconductive materials
●Evaluation of the application results of antistatic agents
●Diagnosis of various electrostatic phenomena

Application Example

The MEGARESTA is designed to perform surface high resistance 
measurement of conductive plastics and semi-conductive materials, as 
well as resistance measurement of antistatic agents and evaluation of 
their application results. 
●The MEGARESTA model features a wide measurement range from 

104 to 1012Ω, high accuracy, and built-in timer and applied voltage 
settings.

●The device is compact, lightweight, and portable.
●One-touch measurement is enabled by the spring-loaded SSD-A 

probe.
●The measured resistance value and range are displayed on separate 

large-format digital LCDs.

Main Features

The SHOE TESTER is a dedicated measuring instrument that 
measures the electrical resistance of antistatic shoes designed to 
eliminate static electricity from the human body, while the shoes are 
being worn. To perform measurement, the person wearing the shoes 
stands on the base and operates the instrument simply by pressing the 
touch panel with one finger.
A resistance of 100 MΩ or less to ground is required to eliminate static 
electricity from the human body, and at least 0.1 MΩ is desired for the 
prevention of electrical shock. Since the resistance of the shoes will 
vary depending on the temperature and humidity, dirt on the shoe soles, 
and friction, periodic measurement and maintenance is required.
●The main unit and measurement plate are provided as separate units, 

and the main unit can mounted on the wall, placed on a table, or 
integrated with the stand as required.

●If the measured value exceeds the upper limit or drops below the 
lower limit, an alarm lamp lights and a buzzer sounds. The upper and 
lower values can be quickly and accurately set to any desired values. 
The setting panel is normally covered, and setting operations 
restricted to the administrator.

●The buzzer can be switched to ON or OFF.
●A 1-MΩ check function is built in.

Main Features

Model H0709
Measurement ranges  1×104 to 9.9×1012Ωautomatic selection from nine ranges
  Over-range/under-range display
Data display  Data display section LCD  （1.0 to 9.9 displayed for each range）
  Range display section LCD 
Applied voltage  10/100/500 V switching
Timer function  Off/10s/60s switching; Hold function
Power supply  Dedicated adapter/battery and charger ＊1
Probe  SSD-A type （MGR1-A） or SSD-R type （MGR1-R）; 
 SSD-AR type （MGR1-AR）select at the time of purchase
Weight  1010 g （main unit only）
Main unit dimensions  210×257×80 mm （W×H×D）
Accessories  AC adapter （AC adapter supplied; compatible with 100 to 240 

VAC）, dedicated soft case, SSD-A type or SSD-R type
＊1 ±100 kV is displayed in the ×10 mode, but actual measurement can only be performed up to 20 kV.

Dimensional Diagrams

Dimensional Diagrams

SSD-A type
Spacing between electrodes :
20 mm
External dimension :
40×30×44 mm
Contact pressure :420 g/2 electrodes

SSD-R type
Electrode shape :
Outer ring 16φ, Inner ring 30φ
External dimensions :
50φ×28 mm （height）

A support pole is provided 
to connect the main unit to 
the measurement stand.

●Semiconductor manufacturing plants
●Paint plants
●Plants where hazardous products such as solvents or powder are handled 
　and the wearing of antistatic shoes is required.

Application Example

Model  H0606
Measurement method  Resistance measurement using a transistor DC converter, 

analog comparison method
Measurement voltage  250 VDC
Measurement accuracy  ＋5% of rdg ＋4 digits
Measurement range  0.00 to 199.9 MΩ
Display   3-1/2 digit red LED display, automatic decimal point setting
Limit   Upper limit value  Can be freely specified in the 0.00 to 199.9 MΩ range
settings Lower limit value Can be freely specified in the 0.00 to 199.9 MΩ range
  The green lamp is lit during normal recording
Alarm  Upper limit value The red lamp lights and a buzzer （with on/off switch） sounds
 Lower limit value The red lamp lights and a buzzer （with on/off switch） sounds
Function check  Ohm check switch, 0.95 to 1.05 MΩ
Battery check  Push-button method
Power supply  100 VAC only
Operating Environment 0 to 40℃
Dimensions  Main unit:  230×185×71 mm （W×H×D） 
  Measurement stand:  320×320×23 mm （W×H×D）
Weight   Main unit: 1.9 kg; Measurement stand: 2.0 kg

Note: The options can only be purchased as a set. If they are not ordered together with the main unit, 
the main unit must be returned for adjustments before the options can be shipped.

＊1 The oscillating chopper is very susceptible to shock such as being dropped. Take care not to 
subject it to strong shock when using it.

＊2 The optional charged plate A or plate B （and the cable for plate B） are required to enable this 
function to be used.

＊3 The optional PC connection cable and PC connection software are required for connection to a PC.
＊4 Microsoft○R  Excel○R software （2000, 2002 or 2003） is required to enable use of the PC 

connection software （DX TOOL）. This software operates in the Windows 98, Windows 2000 and 
Windows XP environments. Case of  WINDOWS VISTA, please use indication for a classic mode.

The STATIRON DX is a multi-function static electricity measuring 
device that can perform three different measuring functions: measure-
ment of the surface potential of a charged object, monitoring of a 
charged plate, and monitoring of the ion balance. It is a hand-held 
model with a digital display, and is capable of storing measured data 
into memory and transferring it to an external device.
●The STATIRON DX uses a non-contact method for measuring the 

potential of a charged object, and with 1 V as the minimum electric 
potential display unit, is the optimum device for implementing 
electronic device ESD countermeasures.

●A high-voltage power supply and timer are built in, and when one of 
the charged plates available as an option (charged plate A or B) is 
mounted, monitoring of the charged plate and the atmospheric ion 
balance is enabled. The minimum electric potential display unit at this 
time is 1 V.

Main Features

Application Example
●Charge potential measurement of electronic devices such as semiconductor 

ICs and MR heads
●Charge potential measurement of printed circuit boards and LCD panels
●Characteristics evaluation of various ionizers (room-type, table-top, ion air 

guns, etc.) 
●Monitoring of the ion balance in a space
●Measurement of friction charge and electrostatic induction

Dimensional Diagrams

STATIRON DX Complete 
set configuration 
(Model name：DX-02)
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Fig. 3
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CHARGED PLATE MONITOR MODEL H0601
Attenuation Measuring Instruments

HONEST 
DATA ANALYZEEING SYSTEM V2

HONESTMETER PC
※PC is not included, the software is include 
　with Model V-2.

Please specify either 50 or 60 Hz. ※The safety cover is optional.

Model H0601
Signal detection method  Oscillating chopper ＊1
Plate size  150×150 mm
Electric capacitance  20 pF ±2 pF
Voltage measurement accuracy  ±5% of rdg
Response speed  99.96%; 0.032 s
Display voltage  0 to ±1999 V; accuracy ±2 V
Display timer  0.0 to ±1999.9 s; accuracy ±50 ppm
Decay time measurement  ±DECAY mode: Initial charged voltage ±1000 V or more 

FIX mode: Measurement start voltage ±1000 V 
 FIX mode: Measurement end voltage ±100 V
  FREE mode: Measurement start voltage 0 to ±1000 V  
 （knob used to make the setting）
  FREE mode: Measurement end voltage 0 to ±1000 V
 （knob used to make the setting）
Offset potential measurement UNBALANCE ONCE: Display hold function for one
(measurement of ion voltage and time sensing operation
balance characteristics)   UNBALANCE SUM:  
 Display of continuous sensing and elapsed time
  Upper limit voltage setting: 
 0 to ±1000 V （knob used to make the setting）
  Lower limit voltage setting: 
 0 to ±1000 V （knob used to make the setting）
Auxiliary functions  Resetting of plate voltage （zero adjustment function） 
 Holding of voltage and time displays during measurement
  Voltage peak hold and alarm buzzer 
 （when voltage unbalance occurs）
Power supply  AC adapter, 12 V 120 mA, four AA-type alkaline batteries
External output  Measurement voltage （normal operation） 
 alarm （contact output）
Operating Environment  0 to 40℃
Main unit dimensions  265×200×200 mm （W×H×D）
Weight  Approx. 2.4 kg
Accessories AC adapter （100 to 240 VAC）, dedicated hard case,  

AA-type batteries （four）
＊1 The oscillating chopper is very susceptible to shock such as being dropped. Take care not 

to subject it to strong shock when using it.

Principle of Charge Attenuation Measurement
Fig. 1 shows the principle of charge attenuation measurement, where C represents the capacitance 
and RL the leakage resistance. A charge is applied to the sample from the power supply, and after 
the charge distribution has reached a steady state, the sample is separated from the power supply. 
If the potential of the sample at this time is V0, it will decrease after t seconds have elapsed by the 
amount of decrease in the charge caused by current flowing through the leakage resistance of the 
sample, as shown in Fig. 2. A charge decay curve with respect to the elapsed time can thus be 
obtained. The potential V of the delay curve is expressed by the following formula.
 V＝V0 exp｛−t/（RL・C）｝……… Formula 1
The time it takes the charge on the sample to be attenuated through leakage and diffusion until its 
potential reaches the value equal to 1/2 of the initial potential V0 is referred to as half life τ If we 
use the supposition that V = V0/2 in expression 1, half life τ is defined as shown in the following 
formula.
 τ＝（RL・C）1n 2 ……… Formula 2
Since the half life τ has a proportional relationship with leakage resistance RL, it is possible to 
estimate the difficulty of charge mobility in the charged object by measuring the half life τ

Device Configuration and Operation
As shown in Fig. 3, this device comprises a power application section 
where corona discharge is used to charge the sample （specimen） as 
desired, a turntable on which the specimen is placed for rotation, and 
a power receiving section for detecting the potential of the sample. 
The operation of the device is shown in Fig. 2. First of all, the 
operator places the sample on the turntable and rotates it. The 
potential of the sample begins to increase at the point where a high 
voltage is applied （Point A）. As the turntable rotates, the applied 
voltage and the charge leakage will reach the point of equibilibrium 
（Point B）, and the potential of the sample will reach the saturation 
value. If the application of high-voltage power is turned off at the time 
t1 when the constant value V0 is reached （Point C), the potential of 
the sample will decrease continuously （Point C → Point E）. The length of time taken for the 
potential to reach the value equal to 1/2 of the initial potential V0 at time t2 （Point D） is referred to 
as half life τ

Model H0110
Input voltage  100 VAC ±10% （50/60 Hz） ＊1
Capacity  100 VA
High-voltage   H.V. （applied voltage for corona discharge）: 0 to 10 kV
power supply output  CAL （applied voltage for calibration）: 0 to 3 kV
Operating temperature range  0 to 40℃
Operating humidity range  20 to 90% RH （non-condensing）
Operating Environment 0 to 40℃
Output signals  ANALYZER terminal: for the analyzer
  SYNC terminal: for the oscilloscope
  Voltage: 0 to ±10 V
  Accuracy: Approx. 10%
Main unit dimensions  420×450×280 mm （W×H×D）
Weight  Approx. 33 kg
Accessories  Power supply cord, signal cable 
 calibration jig and balancer （one set） 
 hexagonal wrenches （2）, 2A fuse （3） 
＊1 Please specify either 50 or 60 Hz.

Electric Charge Attenuation Measuring Instrument
Tester

STATIC HONESTMETER H-0110
Tester Electric Charge Attenuation 
Measuring Instrument

HONEST DATA ANARYZING SYSTEM V2
Dimensional 
Diagrams

Dimensional Diagrams

Dimensional Diagrams

The CHARGED PLATED MONITOR is designed to evaluate the static 
elimination and ion balance characteristics of ionizers, and can 
measure the attenuation time of a charged plate and the offset voltage 
in steady state operation. The CHARGED PLATE MONITOR complies 
with the IEC standard （draft） and comprises a stainless steel plate, a 
potential measuring section, a high-voltage application section and a 
timer. 
●Two modes are available for setting the measurement voltage: a fixed 

mode that complies with the IEC standard （draft） TC 47 （Sec） 
1330, and a freely-specifiable mode, thereby enabling the device to 
be used for a wide range of applications from on-site measurements 
at production plants to R & D projects.

●Operation is extremely simple: Press the POWER button to turn on 
the power supply, the SELECT button to select the mode, and then 
the START button to perform measurement.

●Measurement can be performed irrespective of whether the air flow 
comes from above the unit or from the side.

●The device was designed with an aluminum case for light weight and 
easy portability. Moreover, the case's Alumite （anodic oxide） finish 
that was used instead of paint is difficult to scratch and generates 
very little dust.

●An AC adapter is provided as a standard accessory. Four AA-type 
batteries can also be used to power the device in locations where an 
AC power supply is not available.

●External output terminals are provided for voltage recording and 
alarm output.

Main Features

The STATIC HONESTMETER is an instrument designed to measure 
the attenuation of static electricity, and is the ideal device for measuring 
the diffusibility of static in materials. This device is used to charge the 
sample by irradiating it with air ions generated by a corona discharge, 
and, after irradiation has stopped, to measure the static decay curve. 
●This device that is designed to measure half life conforms to the 

Japanese Industrial Standard JIS L1094-1980 Testing Methods for 
Electrostatic Propensity of Woven and Knitted Fabrics.

●Since air ions generated by the corona discharge method are used to 
irradiate the sample to charge it, selecting the polarity and the 
applied voltage for the corona discharge enables the sample to be 
charged with either positive or negative ions. The voltage value can 
also be changed.

●If the samples are in sheet form, materials such as film, boards, 
threads, fabric, carpet and glass can all be measured using this 
device.

Main Features

The HONEST DATA ANALYZEEING SYSTEM V2 is an analysis and 
calculation device designed to automatically calculate the half life of the 
voltage decay from the static decay curve obtained from the HONEST-
METER device. The attenuation of materials can be automatically 
measured by a one-touch operation. 
●Changeable the rate of decay (as Standard setting as 50 percent 

decayed): between 2 ~ 100 percent.
●The test date can be kept in PC as file.
●Automatically filed the data of temperature and humidity.
●Flexible range of Time axis and Voltage axis.

Main Features

●Characteristics evaluation of various 
　ionizers （room-type, table-top, etc.）
●Monitoring of the ion balance in a space

Application Example

The standard height of the STATIC HONESTMETER probe is 20mm. The probe size can be changed to 
15mm to meet the Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS). Please specify this at the time of order.
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